LA PACIFIQUE VERTE SUPERIEURE  $8
Unlouched, this deep and fairly complex green, carries a rich, honeyed nose and a pleasant, minty balance in the mouth.

**ABV: 62% ↔ LOUCHE: 4:1 ↔ SUGAR: YES**

ABSINTHE ORDINAIRE  $10
Legend has it that the first true absinthe recipe was created by Dr. Pierre Ordinaire in 1792. This nice representation of the French style is a welcoming, open door and warm smile to the novice.

**ABV: 46% ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: YES**

BUTTERFLY  $20
Don’t let the mild, citrus aroma fool you. This 135 proof Boston recipe (now Swiss made) packs a wallop with it’s assertive, bright, anise punch. The follow through is pleasant ginger spice with a lemongrass redemption.

**ABV: 67.5 % ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: YES**

LA MUSE VERTE  $12
Although sweet with hints of star anise on the nose, there is no sugar used whatsoever in the distillation process. Leaning more towards a floral bouquet than the others, with hints of frankincense and a waxy mouthfeel. Depending on serving method, this is a versatile spirit.

**ABV: 68% ↔ LOUCHE: VARIABLE ↔ SUGAR: TRY IT BOTH WAYS!**

KUBLER ABSINTHE SUPERIEURE  $15
It’s because of master distiller Yves Kubler from Val-de-Travers (the birthplace of absinthe) that the ban on absinthe was lifted in the US in 2007. The delicate, herbal notes of this absinthe feel almost sweet, like freshly picked pears.

**ABV: 53% ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: NOT SUGGESTED**

ABSINTHE LA CLANDESTINE  $16
On the nose, fennel, anise, and the aroma of wormwood provides the perfect punctuation. Sweet and pleasant to breathe in, the expertly balanced trinity is just as satisfying on the palate. Fresh herbs, creamy and balanced, with a burst of spices on the finish.

**ABV: 53% ↔ LOUCHE: 3.5:1 ↔ SUGAR: NOT SUGGESTED**

ST. GEORGE VERTE  $12
This unconventional verte has given way to the supporting cast, and cinnamon, mint, fennel, and star anise are all present in the nose and mouth, as opposed to the Wormwood and licorice flavors we’re used to. Thick and fast on the louche, with basil and heat on the finish.

**ABV: 62% ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: YES**

COPPER & KING ABSINTHE BLANCHE  $13
This American double-distilled absinthe has a particularly sweet and juicy aroma from the muscat grapes used in the distilling. When louched, the aroma opens up to a more herbaceous, lemon verbena-like tone. The flavor mixes anise and a faint fruity touch, with a hint of sweetness on the licorice-laden exit

**ABV: 63% ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: TRY IT BOTH WAYS!**

LAFEE ABSINTHE BLANCHE  $12
This blanche is heavier on the fennel side than the anise, with 11 herbs used in the distillation process. Made pre-ban in most countries, this absinthe has a rich and relentless history and is even honored in the Absinthe museum in Paris, France.

**ABV: 53% ↔ LOUCHE: 3:1 ↔ SUGAR: YES**